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360°

When I look back at all the work I’ve produced in these 

years, from the first ad to the latest campaign, I see my 

life. Every title, every picture, every shot leads me back 

to what I was at the time when I did it. I’ve never split 

anything up. Life and work have always been one and the 

same thing. So, at times, I get the feeling the only thing I 

have done is work, and, at others, of never having worked 

at all. A sentence spoken by one of my children, four lines 

from a book, a dream, the silence in a woods, a picture 

of when I was a kid, a letter jealously safeguarded in a 

drawer, a song listened to incessantly, the tears of an old 

soccer fan, the open and lifeless eyes of a rebel, the graffiti 

of a lover, the conniving laughs shared with a friend. The 

whole “useless” world of emotions, in which I had lulled 

myself during the time I was unemployed, was now my 

only strength. When I understood that I could have made 

it live in my campaigns, I fell in love with this “work”, and 

it became my life. In the true sense of the word. So I began 

writing headlines as if they were secret love notes or angry 

scribbling on a bathroom wall. I was astonished. I wasn’t 

supposed to make fun of campaigns others had already 

done, I wasn’t supposed to lose myself in empty word 

games, I wasn’t supposed to be an advertising man. To go 

forward without shame, without a safety net, without fear 

of overexposing myself. If I couldn’t get excited, how could 

I expect others to do so?

Happy, tired, in love, desperate, enthusiastic, every time

that I look at one of the campaigns I have produced, I

always see behind it one of these emotions peeking at me.

Technique, know-how, have saved me many times, but

they have almost never led me by the hand towards “the

campaign that is lasting”.

But it was a possessive love, of the kind that excludes

everything else, which demands inexhaustible energy and

exclusive attention. So the amount of room left over for

stories, paintings, film scripts, ended up being very little

indeed. I had been taken over body and soul.

And I still am. Whether faced by a blank page in the

solitude of my room or behind a film camera under the

open sky.
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Reality doesn’t need block capitals.
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It’s an overhead kIck, It’s the last day  
of school, It’s a dIp Into the sea wIthout a suIt.
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Honda
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When I Was small, I Wanted to be lIke the WInd.  
noW that I am bIg, lIkeWIse.
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With an hour of traffic less each day, you might 
become your son’s favorite shoW.
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My psychoanalyst is all chroMed,  
has a two-cylinder engine, and a nice slender fraMe.
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With AfricA tWin you’ll be Able to conquer Any desert. 
even the one you sometimes feel inside.
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We are in the studio of a man Who has become famous for having 
photographed some extra-terrestrial means of transportation.
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I throw away my jacket and tIe, put on a racIng suIt and helmet.  
FInally I look lIke myselF.
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LuckiLy there are famiLies that stiLL beLieve in traditions.
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As fAr As fifties Are concerned, i know whAt i wAnt: hondA wAllAroo. 
Between the two of them, insteAd, i still hAve some douBts.
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What’s the point of oWning a motorcycle for real men,  
When there isn’t room on the saddle for a real Woman?
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Like him there is onLy her.
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To sTay young is an aspiraTion worThy of The uTmosT respecT.
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Maybe there is a part of yourself that is still unknown.
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This is The prize ThaT goes To The lucky owner of The honda Vfr series number 750.
lawns, flowers, wind, leaves, fragrances, silence, faces, streams, rivers, lakes, thoughts, seas, 
beaches, cliffs, mountains, woods, glances, hills, plains, clouds, rainbows, stars, smiles.
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They’ve been Telling you To waiT since The Time you were born.
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Some dreamS are timeleSS and without boundarieS.
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Think abouT old age. 
What are you going to keep yourself company with when you are old, if you don’t have beautiful 
memories to turn back to?
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You are at a crossroads.
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As you cAn see, even two cAn ride on A BAli 100.
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Play it safe. 
Helmet. Condom. Honda VfR 750f.
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Chinese torture, or rather, Japanese.
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Cloud. Tree. House. Cow. Horse. 
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On the saddle Of a transalp, yOu’ll be able tO pull a lOt, tOO much even.
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Only vacatiOn days gO by sO fast.



RegRets aRe much moRe expensive.  
What’s moRe, you can’t pay them by installments.

Four nAKED At A timE. But this hErE is A hot AD!
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Ferrovie dello Stato 
Italian Railways
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(TO BE CONTINUED)
The changing of Italian Railways continues.  
Follow us, it will be a good journey. 
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(TO BE CONTINUED)
The changing of Italian Railways continues.  
Follow us, it will be a good journey. 
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Avvenimenti
Weekly magazine
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Tow-AwAy Zone
every Thursday on Avvenimenti inquiries, features, interviews, international initiatives  
and non-violent acts. Against those that others in turn call saintly, necessary, surgical, 
inevitable, just, but that in reality are just damned wars.
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Made out of 100% recycled Materials.
they had to change everything. But in reality the only things that changed, changed for the 
worse. if you really want to change something, buy a share of avvenimenti. you may not become 
any richer, you will certainly be more free.
avvenimenti. the first weekly of the third republic.
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GO OUT EVERY THURSDAY 
To find the way out of the maze of Italian information follow the road that leads to the nearest 
newsstand, pull out 3,000 Lire and ask for Avvenimenti.
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Poor fall guys and Poor us.
Those who voted for Berlusconi and those who did not vote for him are bound by a same, bitter 
fate: to have their feathers plucked. If you still have one-hundred thousand liras left, before the 
government whips them from you, buy a share of avvenimenti.
avvenimenti. so there. 
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We Would like to be an escapist Weekly, sometimes.
and yet we are a weekly engaged in denouncing small and big injustices, like the one that keeps 
silvia baraldini in jail. buy one of our shares, it costs one-hundred thousand lire. it’s not little, 
but remember that freedom of the press is worth a lot.
avvenimenti. 4000 lire without parole.
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THE ONLY CHAIN WE KNOW
To say that Avvenimenti belongs to its readers is not a figure of speech, but a way of doing 
things. We are the only publicly-owned Italian weekly. Which is why we can what others cannot. 
Which is why our hands know only one chain.
Avvenimenti. Public property.
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TO CUT OUT AND KEEP FOR GLOOMY DAYS.
Every Thursday in Avvenimenti, enquiries, revelations, interviews, exclusive reports, 
unpublished documents, useful information, and even some good news.
Avvenimenti. The weekly of the other Italy.
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It’s less expensIve than a dIsh of dumplIngs.
four-thousand lire to have a nice big serving of wholesome news every week. 
one-hundred thousand lire to become, in addition to a reader, also a shareholder,  
publisher, benefactor.
avvenimenti. on thursday.
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Idea
“Sometimes to do one’s share one needs many small shares, Like those that avvenimenti  
sells for one-hundred thousand Lire each.”
avvenimenti. The reaction to reaction.
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They say This law holds for men and Their aTTribuTes.
iT is surely True of weeklies and Their conTenTs.
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ExcusE mE, sir, why don’t you subscribE?
that way you can rEad avvEnimEnti whilE soaking in a bathtub.
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If he had read avvenImentI, he would stIll be upset.  
but about somethIng more serIous.
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Yes, Avvenimenti is Also An underground weeklY.
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IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND YOU CAME CLOSER. WE DO THE SAME.
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EVERY WEEK A FACE TO FACE.
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YOU STOPPED TO READ, YOU’LL DO THE SAME AT EVERY PAGE.
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THE TRUTH IS LIKE THAT. ALMOST INVISIBLE.
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To geT you To subscribe, we were ready To spend a Thousand words.  
Then, we found This phoTo.
The testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the berlusconi government.
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You don’t have to be a genius to understand it’s worth subscribing to 
avvenimenti. Just as one doesn’t have to to become a cabinet minister.
the testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the berlusconi government. 
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154 pounds ago he would have subscribed as well.
The testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the berlusconi government. 
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YOU STILL HAVEN?T SUBSCRIBED?
OK, NOW WE’RE GOING TO USE STRONG-ARM TACTICS: OMBRETTA, FUMAGALLI, CARULLI!
The testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the Berlusconi government. 
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Don’t you think this is a big enough reason to subscribe to avvenimenti?
the testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the berlusconi government. 
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Liguori’s there, Fede’s there, sgarbi’s there, MiMun’s there, rosseLLa’s there. 
subscribe, you are surrounded.
the testimonials in this campaign are all politicians or journalists who  
support the berlusconi government. 
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Pushers you are zonked. yes 
The referendum against the Jervolino-Vassalli law on drugs is coming up.
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Heroin(e) you are wasHed-up. yes
The referendum against the Jervolino-Vassalli law on drugs is coming up.
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If you subscrIbe you wIll gIve yourself a present almost as beautIful  
as the one we wIll gIve you If you subscrIbe.
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SubScribe to Avvenimenti, the weekly thAt boAStS zero AttemptS At imitAtion.
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Why subcscribe to Avvenimenti? Good question.
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If you subscrIbe we’ll subscrIbe (allot) you. 
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The mosT uncomforTable news, in The comforT of your own home.
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Avvenibe to SubScrimenti.     
(play on words)
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The TruTh. WiTh AvvenimenTi every Week As A gifT.
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SubScribe to Avvenimenti. the world will continue to go down the drAin,  
but At leASt you’ll know why.
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The mysTery of The greaT houdini revealed.
“To free myself i used avvenimenTi”
noThing on earTh can sTop a subscriber To avvenimenTi.
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Swish
Fashion Brand
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Friend, keep your eyes on the road. it’s not stuFF For you, anyway.
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No SwiSh for you. ThaT way you’ll learN To be a maN.
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Don’t be shockeD. 
If I haD worn swIsh what woulD you have Done?
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Don’t waste your time waiting. i’m not taking them off.
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I found some real jeans, we’re hand and glove.   
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Until they give me SwiSh i’m not moving an inch.
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With SWiSh on i feel So good it’S aS if i WaS naked.
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Campaign in favor of the seeing.
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Welcome to the recovery room.
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Banca di Roma
Bank
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He was a tougH man, an impenetrable man, but wHen He found out tHat He could 
connect witH tHe banca di roma from His own office, a little smile got past Him.
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He lived in a big House, surrounded by His beloved furniture. He went to an 
auction to look for an old teapot, came back witH a young fiancee.
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He was absorbed in wHat He was reading and, from time to time, He would smile.  
His savings book Had become His favorite volume.
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She waS queuing up to pay her billS. Suddenly, She SenSed her life had to change. 
Starting from the way She paid her billS.
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He loved many tHings about life, but not money. did He wind up poor?  
no, He wound up getting a Cartasì.
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It happens. You thInk You are lIvIng and Instead You are queuIng.  
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If you hear what we do for retIred persons, It makes you want to grow up fast.
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The firsT rule for Those who wanT To invesT is noT To geT run over.
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Relax, you’Re not on Candid CameRa.
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Editori Riuniti
Publisher
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Dashiell anD hammett
traces: great contemporary literature today belongs to everybody.
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Alberto And MorAviA
traces: great contemporary literature today belongs to everybody.
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Avant
Lingerie Brand
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Put something on, you hussy.
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Put something on, you hussy.
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Put something on, you hussy.
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Put something on, you hussy.
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Publitel
Telecommunication Company
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If you whIsper, she’ll understand. 
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Instead, It speaks.



205

Arm yourselves, but with words.
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Pampers
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Have a good trip.
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AAMS
Lottery and Gaming company
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The firsT word wasn’T mommy. or daddy eiTher.
you have given your life to football. it’s time to hand in the bill.  
Play and win with the new Totogol.
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It has shut you InsIde when It was hot. and forced you to go out when It was cold.
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First it made you go mad. then it even took your girl away From you.
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Just call him Jack Bot
this week the jackpots are worth more than 1,500,000 euros. Jackpot isn’t the
right word. this time, whoever wins at totogol will go “bot”.

(NB “Bot” is the onomatopoeic term for “explosion” in italian slang.)
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Expensive
Fashion Brand
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Dress up with little money. 
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To have such expensive jeans, you don’T need To rob a bank.
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To have such expensive shoes, you don’T have To geT rid of your rich aunT.
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To dress so expensive, you don’T have To sell your house.
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To dress so expensive, you don’T need To marry a billionaire.
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Art. 1
Men Are All equAl.
Art. 2
WoMen not.
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VII: Do not steal.
XI: Don’t get rIppeD off.
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Don’t litter the environment with your money.
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Telemontecarlo
TV Broadcaster
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We Would prefer to talk about rugby during the sports update.
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To win The baTTle for audience share, we will never resorT To war.
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We prefer to give space to those Who get rid of mud rather than to those  
Who sling it.
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When others go looking for the fiend, We get the urge to find the man.
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Saatchi & Saatchi
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Our rOme Offices have mOved. Please deliver mail, Prizes, and subPOenas  
tO the new address. the management. saatchi & saatchi advertising
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The creaTive Teams aT saaTchi & saaTchi have only one Thing on Their mind.
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EvEn thE mEmbErs of thE Art DirEctors club stooD up.
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SAATCHI & SAATCHI (PANORAMA)
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Concept: SMP+
Copywriter: Stefano Maria Palombi
Art director: Fabio Ferri, Grazia Cecconi, Luca Albanese, Francesca Risolo
Translations: Lyrical Translations www.lyrical-translations.com
 
You can find the credits to all the campaigns in the Advertising section of the site www.stefanopalombi.com

Yes-Profit
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